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achieved good qualities of spaces, textuic 
patterns…in the minimum use of material‘ 
and ways of construction. It had once former 
the image of HK. Would there be ways to 
keen them? 
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…IS project leans to continue developing 
a design which is built, adding complexity 
to it like a process of design development. 
This development is important as one 
already knows how it works and how users 
react to it. 
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Allmann Sattler Wappner Architects 
Reutiingen, German 
unify the boundary 
sur round ing an 
open space 
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Burckhardt + Partner 
Zurich, Switzerland 
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project the plan of 
the podium to 
connect mid levels 
of the surrounding 
blocks 
the area of the 
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晒 、 等 2 . 2 5 
Total Living Area ( s 轉 網 11.25 
Commori Area {sqM] ‘ 11.25 
Area / Person fss,m/p) 2.25 
Bedroom Area fsq.m) MA 
Bedroom m Flat 0 
Parsons per Bedroom MA 
























Average Iiouseiiold size 
Af! Housing 
Private Permanent Housing 
FubHc Temporary Housing 
Private Temporary Housing 
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increasing, extending floor 
area can be the starting point 
this project. The reduction of 
the household size also offers 
a possibi l i ty to promote 
flexible living environment. 
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section BB' 1:100 
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corresponding layout possibilities 
Block 
d i s s o l v e t h e 
h o r i z o n t a l a n d 
v e r t i c a l l i n e s 
throughout the block 
corridors in every 3 
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stairs on elevation 
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pattern 
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additional volumes 
form balconies for 
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railing detail 1:20 
15CK100 mm exlrucled alum, 
handrail 
wire glass 
100 mm steel hi section 
fiourescent tube 
150/100 mm steel hollow section 






existing site condition 
walls to redefine open spaces 
ground plan modification 
site plan 1:2000 
parking area on ground ieve r e s i d e n t s use pa 
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existing podium area 
adjust the size of commercial cluster and the restaurant 
objects and stairs to connect different parts of the site 
pavilions to help induce activities on pudium 丨eve 
formation of pavilion 1:100 
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